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Safety Implications of Control Systems

0. L. Smith

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

The Safety Implications of Control Systems (SIOC) Program has
three interrelated objectives: 1) to investigate failure modes and
effects in non-safety control systems, including single failures and
common cause, common mode, cascade, and other credible multiple
failures, 2) to assess the impact upon safety of control system
designs- and their dynamic behavior, using methods that include compu-
ter modeling and analysis of system dynamics under stress, and 3) to
develop criteria for determining the relative importance of control
system influences upon safety, and with these as a basis to recommend
design and operational standards for the systems involved.

The program is responsive to unresolved safety issue tasks in
Task Action Plan A-47: 1) to evaluate control system failures that
could lead to steam generator and/or reactor overfill transients, 2)
to evaluate control system failures that could lead to reactor over-
cooling transients, 3) to evaluate other control system actions that
have safety implications (the major part of the Action Plan), and 4)
to evaluate the effects when control system power supplies are lost.

In support of these goals, the SIOC Program consists of three
principal activities:

1. an augmented failure mode and effects analysis
(FMEA) of the overall plant,

2. specific analysis of the plant electrical system, and

3. a hybrid computer model to augment the FMEA.

This paper will discuss the status of each of these activities.
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Failure Modes and Effects

The first reactor studied is Oconee Unit 1, a B&W plant owned by
Duke Power Company. The failure mode and effects analysis began by
attempting to identify any plant system that could have significant
safety implications as defined by program objectives. Approximately
130 systems were screened. Those in Fig. 1 were flagged for priority
attention, Other systems are not necessarily excluded from further
considerations since analysis of the priority systems may link to them.
The service water, pneumatic, and electrical systems are of particular
interest with respect to possible common-cause failures. All systems
except those marked by bullets are explicitly included in the simula-
tor model.

The ini t ial phase of the FMEA task addresses overfill events,
considered a subcategory of overcooling. Systems that have so far
been identified as important (Fig. 2) include sensors, controllers,
and actuated equipment in the reactor, feedtrain, steam generators,
pressurizer, and auxiliary feedwater systems. Review of the operation
of these elements generated a compilation of possible significant
event scenarios, many of which will be submitted to more extensive
analysis on the simulator. Figure 3 depicts the steps of this
process. Signals and equipment that could affect the steam generator
dynamics were identified, together with the modes in which they could
malfunction. Preliminary scenarios predicted the probable course of
events. The following is , for example, a summary of #12 in the
tabulation.

"The neutron flux density reading fails high. The control rods
will begin to insert continuously in trying to reduce the failed
neutron flux density reading. The lower the unit load, the larger the
neutron error will be. Through the cross limits, the large neutron
error calls for an increase in the feedwater flow. Both steam genera-
tors art overfed and the primary is overcooled."

Most of the 22 scenarios constructed to date were such that the
magnitude of the event was not easily assessed. Most therefore will
be submitted to the hybrid computer for detailed dynamic analysis.
The criteria used in the selection were: 1) the scenario was suffi-
ciently complex that we could not confidently predict i t s course In
both magnitude and sequence of events, 2) the scenario was potentially
significant, and 3) there was no assurance the event was bounded by
another event satisfactorily analyzed.
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Electrical System Analysis

The electrical system is receiving emphasis as a separate task
because of i t s potential to impact many aspects of the control system
with both single and common-cause failures. Attention is ini t ial ly
focusing on power systems for the Integrated Control System (ICS).
The ICS nominally receives most of i ts power through several branch
circuits from the ICS bus, an uninterruptible AC bus supplied through
DC to AC inverters from the Instrumentation and Controls DC power
system. Individual components of the ICS electronics have AC to DC
converters. Failure modes analysis of this network has been at two
hierarchical levels. On the higher level, examination has been made
of failures of the Instrumentation and Controls DC power system, the
uninterruptible AC buses supplied by i t , and the branch circuits of
the uninterruptible buses that supply portions of the ICS. Possible
failure modes are being determined in part from review of relevant
LERs. Because of the comparatively few reports of failures involving
ICS systems, LERs that discuss failures of IE vital buses with designs
similar to ICS buses are also being examined. Based on this review
the following failure modes are to be studied in the FMEA: 1) common-
cause failure of two uninterruptible AC buses, 2) complete failure of
the ICS bus, 3) low or high voltage on the ICS bus, 4) loss of two or
more circuits on the ICS bus, and 5) loss of one circuit at a time on
the ICS bus.

At the second and hierarchically lower level of investigation,
the internal components of the ICS itself are being studied for the
consequences of single or credible multiple failure of components or
component DC power supplies.

To assist in the investigation, a data management computer
program is being developed for detailed failure tracking in either of
two ways. Beginning at the top of the power hierarchy - the Instru-
mentation and Controls DC power system - failures may be postulated
and the consequences propagated down through the network to determine
which ICS components are ultimately lost . Alternatively, the code can
trace failures "bottom up," that i s , the question can be posed: given
a particular group of important control elements, is there a single
failure in the network that can cause the group to be lost? Results
are in the form of printed tables.

Following analysis of the ICS electrical network, other power
systems in the plant are to be analyzed.
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Hybrid Computer Model

The plant and electrical system FMEAs will define events that
require further analysis from the hybrid computer simulator that is
Task 3 of this program. The code will use failures determined above
as initial conditions and trace their dynamic impact on the control
system and remainder of the plant. The goal is to provide a detailed
control system model supported by appropriate neutronics, thermodyna-
mics, and component submodels. The interface between FMEAs and model
places major system components such as steam generators and pumps
explicitly in the simulation and auxiliary components such as deminer-
alizers in the FMEAs alone. Figures 4 and 5 show the modeled compo-
nents; all principal elements of the primary loop and balance of plant
are represented. Particular emphasis is placed on the integrated
control system, shown in Fig. 6 in block diagram. Each of the four
major units consists of several components such as summers, integra-
tors, auctioneers, e tc . ; this is the level of detail included in the
simulation, approximately 120 individual elements.

The overall approach used in modeling is to exploit existing
advanced state-of-the-art methodologies wherever possible, thereby
gaining a leg up on model credibility. The simulation attempts to
improve upon computational speed and maneuverability compared with
large production codes that are often costly in machine requirements
and running time. Improved maneuverability may be obtained by using
specialized models with simplified and streamlined numerical proce-
dures and programming tailored to the individual plant of interest.
The generality and range of the production codes is sacrificed in this
approach, but without, i t is believed, compromising necessary fidelity.
The model is intended to treat mild to moderate transients. For the
most part, large breaks have been analyzed elsewhere. The tool will
be used to screen the large number of cases of interest in this
program. For the comparitively small number of cases beyond the
model's acknowledged limits i t will be sore cost effective to use
production codes directly rather tnan to try to build infrequently
used capability into the simulation. This approach provides an
efficient tool that minimizes the amount of basic development required.

State-of-the-art submodels and numerical procedures are shown in
Fig. 7. The primary and secondary hydraulics will t reat one or two
phase flow in one dimensional spatial detail with the one-velocity
methodology that is an option in the RELAP/RETRAN codes. The neutron-
ics is based on the WIGL.3 code and allows one dimensional spatial
resolution to treat void and rod effects in two neutron energy groups
and three to six delayed neutron groups.

The balance of plant simulation is based on the ORTURB code, a
turbine-generator-condenser-feedtrain model that has been used exten-
sively in the desalination and other reactor programs. ORTURB was
modified to include certain new features such as turbine Speed varia-
tion and flashtanks.
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Component submodels include a non-equilibrium pressurizer adapted
from the RETRAN formulation, major pump models that treat inertial
effects for coastdown studies, and a core flood tank simulation based
on the RELAP formulation. Although not intended as a principal part
of this study, the plant protection system is included to allow possi-
bly important interactions in control system initiated events.

The control system is placed on the analog portion of the hybrid
computer to take advantage of i ts interactive capabilities. Operator
actions or inactions are readily treated. The balance of the model is
digital. Except for certain peripheral components such as the low
pressure injection system that remain to be coupled, the simulator is
complete. The next few figures show examples of checkout calculations
that are in progress to explore the model's s tabil i ty, robustness, and
qualitative credibil i ty. In these transients the safety system was
defeated to allow exercises that would not normally be permitted. In
Fig. 8 the control system was given a false high-level steam-generator
signal, 18 inches above the high level limit. The figure shows strip
chart plots of various control signals and state parameters. The
vertical hash lines define intervals of one second; the total trace is
approximately two minutes. Periodic larger intervals occur when the
calculation was temporarily interrupted for an on-line printout of
approximately a thousand parameters detailing status at a certain
time. The apparent discontinuity of some of the traces is a
consequence of the one second sampling frequency of the charting
device. Following the ini t ia l disturbance, the system makes a few
convergent oscillations, the error signals damp out, and the rod and
power positions stabil ize. In these transients the pressurizer level
controller was purposely inoperative, so the pressurizer was less
effective than normal.

Figure 9 Is a transient in which the control system was fed a
false low level signal, 9 inches below the low level limit. Again the
model and control system recovered stabily.

Figure 10 is a runback in power of 50% in one minute. To achieve
this rate, limits in the ICS were defeated; the normal rate is limited
to 10% per minute. Despite the intensity of the transient the model
responded suitably, as did the ICS, although some parameters may have
exceeded technical limits.

When the model is fully operational a verification phase will
begin and consist of two principal parts: 1) comparison with bench-
mark calculations using RETRAN or RELAP, and 2) comparison with exist-
ing transient data from nuclear power plants. The first phase will
permit selectively exercising and testing the dynamics. The second
phase, more integral in nature, will compare with the most detailed
actual data available.
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Summary

The Safety Implications of Control Systems Program has three
major a c t i v i t i e s in support of USI-A47. The f i r s t task is a failure
mode and effects analysis of al.l plant systems which may potential ly
induce control system disturbances that have safety implications.
This task has made a preliminary study of ove r f i l l events and
recommended cases for iur ther analysis on the hybrid simulator. Work
continues on overcooling and undercooling.

A detai led investigation of e l e c t r i c power network is in progress.
LERs are providing guidance on important fa i lu re modes that will
provide i n i t i a l conditions for further simulator s t u d i e s .

The simulator task i s generating a detai led model of the control
system supported by appropriate neutronics , hydraul ics , and thermo-
dynamics submodels of a l l other pr incipal plant components. The simu-
lator is in the las t stages of development. Checkout calculations are
in progress to establish riodel s t a b i l i t y , robustness , and qual i ta t ive
cred ib i l i ty . Verification against benchmark, codes and plant data will
follow.
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ORNL WS-30094

SYSTEMS IMPORTANT TO OVERCOOL (INCLUDING
OVERFILL) AND UNDERCOOL

CONTROL ROD DRIVE

REACTOR COOLANT

CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

TURBINE-GENERATOR SYSTEM

CONDENSER SYSTEM

SERVICE WATER SYSTEM

• RADIATION MONITOR SYSTEM

REACTOR CONTROL

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION

HIGH PRESSURE INJECTION SYSTEM

MAIN STEAM SYSTEM

TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM

FEEDWATER SYSTEM

• PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

• AUXILIARY BUILDING VENT SYSTEM

Fig. 1
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ORNL WS-30230

SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS IMPORTANT TO OVERFILL

• ICS/NNI CONTROLS RELATED TO FEEDWATER AND REACTOR
CONTROL

• MAIN FEEDWATER SYSTEM, PARTICULARLY FEEDWATER
PUMPS, CONTROL AND STARTUP VALVES, BLOCK VALVES,
FLOW METERS

• AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM (ALTHOUGH A SAFETY
SYSTEM, NEED TO CONSIDER SOME ASPECTS OF ITS RESPONSE

£ IN ASSESSING CERTAIN CONTROL SYSTEM ORIGINATED
FAILURES)

• STEAM GENERATOR LEVEL, PRESSURE, AND TEMPERATURE
SENSING INSTRUMENTATION

• LOAD DEMAND SIGNALS, TURBINE PRESSURE

• NNI DETECTION AND TRANSDUCING INSTRUMENTS FOR
TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, POWER, AND FLOW ON PRIMARY
SIDE

o STEAM GENERATOR HIGH LEVEL TRIP CIRCUIT

• LOW LEVEL LIMIT CIRCUIT

Fig. 2
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ORNLWS-30095

METHOD USED TO SELECT SCENARIOS FOR SIMULATION:
OVERFILL

RELATED
EQUIPMENT

FLOW VALVES

OTHER

STEAM
GENERATOR

SIGNALS

PRESSURE

TEMPERATURE

OTHER

• IDENTIFY SIGNALS AND EQUIPMENT THAT MAY AFFECT STEAM
GENERATOR DYNAMICS

• IDENTIFY MODES IN WHICH SIGNALS AND EQUIPMENT MAY
FAIL

• CONSTRUCT PRELIMINARY SCENARIOS OF FAILURE
CONSEQUENCES

• SIMULATE SCENARIOS THAT MAY LEAD TO OVERFILL

Fig. 3



ORNL-DWG83 8947

ORNL MODEL LAYOUT OF OCONEE 1
PRIMARY SYSTEM

"- 2
IU <
tc *-
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SAFETY
VALVES

HEATERS

f l l PORV ^ SPRAY
A VALVE

IX

CONTROL
RODS

TO LOOP B
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Ui
c LOOP A

HIGH PRESSURE
INJECTION

PUMPS

RESIDUAL
HEAT

REMOVAL

-$J<—

I&C

LOW PRESSURE
INJECTION

PUMPS

FLOW
CONTROL
VALVES

Fig.
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OnNL-OWGtlMO

ORNL MODEL LAYOUT OF O CO NEE 1
SECONDARY SYSTEM

GENERATOR

POWER

to

EMERGENCY FEEOWATER HJMK

ICS

UNIT LOAD DEMAND
INTEGRATED MASTER
FEEDWATER CONTROL

REACTOR CONTROL
Fig. 5
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ORNL-DWG 83-8946

INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM

O

UNIT LOAD DEMAND
DEVELOPMENT

UNIT DEMAND INTEGRATED
MASTER
CONTROL

REACTOR DEMAND

STEAM GENERATOR

DEMAND

i r i

STEAM GENERATOR
FEEDWATER CONTROL

REACTOR CONTROL

I&C ornl

Fig. 6



ORNLWS-30100

STATE-OF-THE-ART SUBMODELS AND NUMERICAL
PROCEDURES BEING USED

• PRIMARY/SECONDARY HYDRAULICS: CORE, PIPES, STEAM
GENERATOR
- 1 OR 2 PHASE FLOW
- 1 DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL RESOLUTION
- BASED ON EQUAL VELOCITY MODEL OPTION IN

K RELAP/RETRAN

• NEUTRONICS
- 1 DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL RESOLUTION
- V O I D EFFECTS
- ROD MOVEMENT
- 2 NEUTRON ENERGY GROUPS, 3-6 DELAYED NEUTRON
GROUPS

- BASED ON WIGL3 FORMULATION

Fig. 7



ORNLWS-30100a

STATE-OF-THE-ART SUBMODELS AND NUMERICAL
PROCEDURES BEING USED (CONT'D)

• BALANCE OF PLANT
- ORTURB: TURBINE-GENERATOR-CONDENSER-FEEDTRAIN

MODEL
- MODIFIED FOR SPEED VARIATION, FLASHTANKS, etc.

• SPECIAL COMPONENT SUBMODELS
-PRESSURIZER
- PUMPS: MAIN COOLANT, MAIN FEEDWATER, BOOSTER/

HOTWELL, AUXILIARY FEEDWATER, HIGH AND LOW
PRESSURE INJECTION

-CORE FLOOD TANKS

• INTEGRATED CONTROL SYSTEM
- A L L COMPONENTS

• REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM

Fig. 7 (cont'd)
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